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“dazzling moments” 
“Greta Van Fleet aim to 
 bust down old walls.” 

“Rush influences and subtle 
folk flourishes add new  

colors to the band’s sound  
[on ‘Broken  Bells’].” 

“What’s legitimately  
undersold about Greta Van Fleet 

is that the instrumentalists... 
are capable of kicking up a 

pretty enjoyable racket that hits 
the pleasure centers of prog-

blooze aficionados with ruthless 
Pavlovian consistency.”

“[‘Broken Bells’ is] electrifying.”

“[‘Broken Bells’ is an] epic 
slowburner.”

“Greta Van Fleet make their 
triumphant return.”

“incredibly bold” “The new songs sound much darker 
and more thought-provoking.” 
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“Showcases an undeniably more 
 varied palette… Greta Van Fleet are 

rapidly coming into their own”

“[‘My Way, Soon’] has the 
hallmarks of the classic rock 
leanings that Greta Van Fleet 

has been known for since 
their 2017 emergence.”  

“GVF are evolving here, Joshua 
Kiszka an astounding talent whose 

sky-scraping voice conjures… Robert 
Plant gatecrashing Valhalla. He and his 
bandmates have grasped the flaming 

torch of ‘70s hard-rock pomp” 

“ one of the best straight-up  
rock albums to come down the  

pike in many moons”

“I love that they explored these 
complex song structures, and the band 
reached for chords, melodies and lyrics 
that stretch beyond the usual. Most of 
all, I admire that Greta Van Fleet have 

stayed true to themselves.” 

“The rolling riffs and paintstripper 
vocals of “Built by Nations” speak 

to the basic tenets of rock criticism, 
identifying whether a song rocks or 

sucks. This one rocks.” 
“marks an evolution to a more 

expansive approach, with progressive, 
mystical and psychedelic elements.” 

“There’s something winning  
about the members’ earnest  
intentions, as well as their  

unwavering commitment to them.  
Their sincere love for the history 

of rock shows in the depth of their 
knowledge about it.”
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 LISTEN TO “BUILT BY NATIONS” HERE

https://www.spin.com/2021/04/greta-van-fleet-new-album-interview/
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2021/apr/12/greta-van-fleet-band-new-album-interview
https://www.guitarworld.com/features/greta-van-fleets-jake-kiszka-we-wanted-to-create-something-orgasmic-and-cinematic
https://www.kerrang.com/features/brotherhood-burnout-belief-how-greta-van-fleet-took-on-the-world-and-won/
https://nypost.com/2021/04/15/grammy-winning-band-greta-van-fleet-is-keeping-classic-rock-alive/
https://consequence.net/2021/04/greta-van-fleet-the-battle-at-gardens-gate-track-by-track-stream/
https://www.cnn.com/videos/tv/2021/04/13/greta-van-fleet-the-battle-at-gardens-gate.cnn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QurFq8xtpgc
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